features & benefits

Feature
“Five Tool Group has . . .”
Extensive experience in the design, planning and execution of
complex transportation plans for congresses, conventions,
symposia, opening/closing ceremonies and major events.
Repeated success in the creation and implementation of
transportation systems for high-profile special event clients,
including shuttle buses, motor pools/limousines, and
parking/vehicle access management.
Highly proficient in the effective contract management of
suppliers, in the delivery of complex, mission-critical,
milestone-based projects.
Skilled in the coordination of the efforts of local transit
authorities, municipal transport planners and federal, state
and local law enforcement agencies.

Benefit
“Clients will . . .”
. . . benefit from an unprecedented level of
experience in the delivery of a challenging
operational area.
. . . have a partner with a track record that is
both an indication of know-how and a
reliable predictor of future success.
. . . be able to delegate the acquisition of
assets, with the assurance that the best
price possible is being obtained and
suppliers are held accountable.
. . . be assured that transportation at their
event will minimally impact the day-to-day
operation of the area in which they occur.

Knowledgeable regarding event human resources
requirements, including understanding job descriptions, duties
and responsibilities, recruiting skilled workforce, producing /
implementing effective training programs, and effectively
supervising event workforce.

. . . be able to rely on a transportation
workforce that will cheerfully, effectively
and efficiently ensure the smooth delivery of
services at their event

Experienced in the creation and management of formal event
project management plans.

. . . have access to periodic project
management milestones, giving a high
degree of confidence that key tasks and
activities are being addressed.

Experienced liaison to major national and international event
organizations, such as: the International Olympic Committee,
Special Olympics International, the Olympic Council of Asia,
National Olympic Committees, International Sports
Federations and the world-wide media.

. . . have confidence in a partner on whom
they can rely to effectively represent their
interests, adhering to the highest standards
of professionalism.

Significant expertise in the production of successful event
proposals to bid & organizing committees, cities, private firms.

. . . have a partner with whom they can
successfully combine in securing on-going
events and in the creation of new ones.
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